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YOU MIGHT HEAR IN THE ART ROOM
20 EXAMPLES OF Process Praise

1
I appreciate that you washed the  
paintbrushes and put them away  

“hair in the air.”

2
You are putting a lot of effort into  
getting the proportions of your  
figure just right.

3 You worked hard on shading  
your sphere.

4
Your colored pencil blending is  
coming along. I can tell you have  
been practicing. 

5
Your sketchbook shows how much  
your drawing skills have developed  
this semester. 

6
I see that you already know how to mix 
the secondary colors. Let me show you some 
more advanced color mixing techniques. 

7 That was a creative way to solve  
that problem. 

8
You are on the right track to figuring out 
how to stabilize your sculpture. Have you 
considered making the base a different shape? 

9 Your practice rolling coils really paid off.

10 I admire how you are sticking  
with this painting. 

11
Look how many ideas you came up with 
during our brainstorming session. You 
have a lot of great options to choose from.

12
I noticed you enjoyed the printing  
process. Let me show you another  
technique.

13
I see a big difference between the 
self-portrait you did at the beginning  
of the year and the one you just finished.

14
I noticed that you helped Jeremy clean 
up his spill. Thank you for helping keep 
our space neat and tidy.

15 You worked hard on your weaving. I can 
see you used 4 different techniques.

16
You are on the right track to figuring out  
how to build the armature for your sculpture. 
Have you tried incorporating some wire?

17
I can see you played around with the 
composition for your still-life. You ended 
up with something dynamic. 

18 Look how far you’ve come  
with your photo editing skills.

19
That was an interesting and  
creative method you developed  
to bind your book.

20
I admire how you challenged yourself  
to explore some new jewelry-making 
techniques.


